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2020 - 2021 ACADEMIC YEAR 

 

GRADE 10 MATHEMATICS PROJECT 

 

 

SUBJECT                  : DESMOS ART PROJECT 

 

STUDENT’S NAME :  

 

CLASS : 

 

Grade  Content 
Objectives of the 

Project 
Duration Grading Method 

10th 

GRADE 

To create specific art 

figure on Desmos using 

functions (linear, 

quadratic, exponential…) 

Observation, Research, 

Drawing, Creative 

Thinking Skills 

Throughout 

the School 

Year  

Rubric 

 

           OBJECTIVES:  

1. Analyze the figure and determine Mathematical needs for creating art figure on Desmos 

2. Learn other types of functions (quadratic, exponential...) which he/she needs to use in her/him 

project 

3. Create equations of graphs to create the figure on Desmos 

4. Use technology effectively 

            RESEARCH / PRESTUDY-IMPLEMENTATION  

 The project should include the following parts:  

1. Cover Page 

2. Table of Contents - Page numbers are to be indicated   

3. Epilog   

 The reason why you have chosen the assignment  

 The experiences lived during the process of preparation  

 Contribution of the assignment to your personal development and perspective  

4. Bibliography (All the references should be indicated.)   
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 RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. List the details of the subject you have chosen.  

2. Design your work on paper until the 1st check. 

3. Show your work on the screen or using a flash disc /USB in the 2nd check. 

4. List the resources you used.  

5. An authentic and creative work will give you more points.   

 

 1st CHECK (Planning)  

 Draw the outline of your project until the 1st check. Tell the teacher about your preparations and 

what you are planning to do.  

 2nd CHECK (Draft)  

 Show your draft work to the teacher. Take into consideration your teacher’s advice about how to 

improve your work.    

 ASSESSMENT  

1. Mathematical Concepts & Reasoning (28 p) 

2. Demonstrated Knowledge (24 p) 

3. Strategy / Procedures (20 p) 

4. Mathematical Terminology and Notation (16 p) 

5. Organization (12 p) 

               

   
 


